
TEST 
Task 1. Choose the right definition of phrases given below. 

Task 2. Write the definitions of the phrases given below. You can use your own words.  

1) Freegan —


2) Frenemy —


3) Crunch time —


4) Snowflake — 


5) La-la-land — 


6) Smombie — 


7) Wet weekend — 


8) Catch-22 — 


9) Do a runner — 


10) My bad — 


A) To have a pop 1) To extract or drain all of someone's money. 

B) Bleed smn dry 2) Someone who is skilled and experienced at 
doing something

C) To eat humble pie 3) It is said to someone to mean they should 
learn from the bad effects of what they've 
done.

D) Take a biscuit 4) Someone who doesn't worry about the 
future and just accepts what happens. It's not 
really about luck – it's about keeping calm and 
not planning everything

E) An old hand 5) Leave things as they are to avoid causing 
trouble or restarting an old argument

F) Happy-go-lucky 6) To try out the idea of something.

G) That will teach you 7) Being humble, but in fact bragging – 
showing off

H) Out of the loop 8) One have to admit they can't do something 
they boasted about.

I) Let sleeping dogs lie 9) Not having, or not being aware of the 
knowledge a particular group of people do 
have.

J) Humblebrag 10) When we are surprised or annoyed by 
someone's actions.



Task 3. Fill in the gaps in the sentences given below.  

1) He's trying to get free tickets to the gig by ________________ with the tour manager – it won't 
work! 

2) All my friends are going on holiday together but I can't afford it so I've got____________.

3) We've had lots of complaints about the changes but let's wait until ________________ before we 
respond.

4) My nephew is a computer _______________________: he earns a fortune fixing people's laptops!

5) This table is __________________________. One of the legs must be too short.


Task 4. Circle the correct answer. 

1) My boyfriend's ____________– he won't even get off the sofa to answer the phone.

A. Whizz-kid            B. Smombie            C. Bone idle                       D. Fuddy-duddy 

2) You're _____________ if you think I was the one who said you were leaving. It wasn't me! 
A. Out of the loop     B. Eating humble pie      C. Out of your depth     D. Barking up the wrong tree

3) My mum _____________ bargains and booked us all flights to Italy for just fifty pounds each. 
A. Has got a nose for             B. Is Joe Bloggs               C. Had a pop.       D. Is a freegan

4)  
   — Bright purple jacket? Sparkly blue skirt? Who wears such outrageous clothes?

   — Well, this fashion designer is popular among the very trendy. These clothes are not for _____! 
A. Freegan             B. Frenemy                 C. Joe Bloggs                    D. Snowflake

5) You can't miss that new film; they've been promoting it _________. 
A. Takes two to tango          B. left, right, and centre            C. Wet weekend         D. Will teach you


Task 5. Choose any five phrases and make up sentences using them. 


